
CHAPTER 9: ENSURE COMPETITIVE SHIPPING SERVICES

FOR COUNTRIES FOREIGN TRADE

Factors 

that attract overseas shipping services

Overseas shipping lines, like all other business enterprises, finally look
towards a return on their investment. They would be attracted to service a
countries trade if the following factors are present.

Adequate 

cargo volumes

Non discriminatory regime

Minimum bureaucracy

Clear regulatory framework.

Adequate 

cargo volumes

Adequate cargo volumes are the biggest attraction to overseas shipping
lines in serving a countries foreign trade. Increase in cargo volumes would depend
in the first instance on the growth of trade in each country. The concept of the
hub port and multimodal transport however has brought new opportunities to
countries that are strategically located. Countries that can attract transshipment
cargo would not only enjoy direct economic gains through the provision of
increased port services and other maritime related services, the trade would also
benefit from competitive freight rates that could be offered by main line and feeder
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vessels calling at the countries ports to carry transshipment cargo. For these lines
the carriage of the countries overseas trade would be in fact the icing on the cake.
In spite of the economic turmoil brought about by the financial crisis of East Asia,
the ESCAP region is held out to be one of the leading growth areas of the world.

Development strategies have to be based on infoffilation. Multinational
companies usually have entire departments that specialize in research and provide
infoffilation to senior management. Public sector organizations and governmentministries 

have to develop a culture that seeks infoffilation and statistics. Trade
and transport projections prepared by private companies come at a price and may
not be affordable for the maritime administrations of many of the countries in the
ESCAP region. These countries could benefit from the infoffilation contained inthe 

trade and development reports that are published by international organizations
such as UNCT AD, ESCAP and the world Bank. The Internet is also a veryvaluable 

source of infoffilation.

Non discriminatory regime

The specific objective of encouraging overseas shipowners to carry thecountries 
overseas trade and the objective of developing national fleet(s) have tobe 

held in balance in order to ensure their compatibility. Aj}y support measuresafforded 
to the national shipping fleet(s) should thus be directed at making these

fleets internationally competitive and should not be discriminatory towards
overseas ship owners. It is clear from the discussion in Chapter 5 that the majority
of countries in the ESCAP region have to a large extent voluntarily abandoned
cargo reservation schemes and are conscious of the need to do away with
remaining bi lateral cargo sharing provisions.

Countries in the ESCAP region are however keen to explore fiscal
measures that would not be discriminatory to overseas shipping, but can provide
national lines with the support required to survive and grow in this intensely
competitive shipping market. Countries in the region are also keen to facilitate
ship financing schemes that would enable their ship owners to replace old tonnage
and invest in modem technology.

In the final analysis, policy makers have to understand that supportmeasures 
afforded to national ship owners have a direct and indirect cost which

can be measured in tangible terms. It is also necessary to bear in mind that the
resumption of WTO negotiations on maritime services in the year 2000 would
require progressive liberalization of shipping services. The picture that emerges
from the questionnaires, country reports and country visits is that shipping is
already a very liberalized services sector compared to other transport and service
sectors.
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Certain indirect constraints may yet hamper the provision of shipping
services by overseas shipping lines. These relate to restricted/regulated access to
port and port services, re~triction on the selection of shipping agents, restrictions
on establishment of branch offices to service ships calling at the port, restrictions
on establishing agency businesses, differential tariff structure in ports, high bonds
and guarantees required by Port Authorities.

Minimum bureaucracy

Cumbersome procedure and bureaucracy weuld discourage overseas
shipping lines from servicing a countries foreign trade. The bureaucracy may relateto 

licensing arrangements for ship owners, filing of tariffs and. informationpertaining 
to the goods or procedure and billing processes of the ports. Anymeasures 

that may delay a vessel in port would discourage ship owners form
calling at a particular port to the detriment of the trade.

Bureaucratic procedures are often a legacy from a closed economy andresulting 
governmental control and cannot be dismantled overnight. Removal of

outdated procedure often requires an attitudinal change amongst thoseresponsible 
for the national maritime administration. This comes with exposure tomore 

efficient methods of doing business, education and time. It is important that
policy makers are aware of the need to simplify rules arid procedures in order to
attract overseas service providers and investors in maritime transport business.

Clear regulatory framework

Liberalization of shipping services brings in its wake, a number of
important issues relating to the regulatory framework that have to be addressed by
policy makers.

Scope and extent of liberalization

The scale of liberalization, the timing and sequencing have to be
determined taking into account the developments that have taken place in the
shipping sector up to the present time.
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The evolution of shipping services in the ESCAP region fall into several
distinct stages and appears to have gone a full cycle during the last 50 years.

1950's & 1960's

~

~: Shipping services dominated by
overseas shipping lines

~: Shipping services provided by
national fleet(s) and overseas
shipping lines

Market access: controlled by liner shipping
conference practices and absence of
national shipping fleet(s).

Market access: controlled by governments
through national legislation.

Controlled environment. Protectionist environment.

~ ~
~: Shipping services provided by
overseas shipping lines and national
shipping fleet(s).

~: Shipping services predominantly
provided by overseas shipping lines with
some participation of national fleet(s).

Market access: liberalized through partial
removal of protectionist measures and
weakening of liner conferences.

Market access: further liberalized.
Liberalized and competitive environment
brought DY market forces.

Move 

towards further liberalization Further liberalization

1990's1970's

1980's
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As the countries in the ESCAP region move towards the 21 st century, there

is renewed commitment to the liberalization of shipping services. What would be
the result of such liberalization? Apart from the removal of all restrictions on
access to cargo and the type of services offered by overseas shipping lines; would
it also mean the absence of any government regulations?

Deregulation of an industry does not mean that there should be noregulations 
covering that sector. It means that there should be no "restrictiveregulations" 

that curtail market access. Self regulation through industryorganizations 
should also be encouraged. Regulations Mould thus aim at the

following:

Allow access on equal tenDs to all participants and potential
entrants.

Existence 

and safeguard of a fair and competitive market.

.

Access on equal terms to all participants

Apart from the removal of any direct measures related to unilateral orbilateral 
cargo reservation, access on equal terms would involve the removal of

indirect restrictive measures such as differential pricing on navigation and port
charges to overseas vessels.

Developing countries in the ESCAP region have to be also aware of the
challenges that would be posed in the negotiations on maritime services that would
be initiated by WTO in year 2000. The WTO General Agreement on Trade in
services (GATS) provide that there should be no discrimination in favour of
national providers -national treatment principlel; and that there should be no
discrimination between other members of the agreement -Most Favoured Nation
principle (MFN)2. GATS also provide important exceptions. Firstly governments
can choose the services in which they make market access and national treatment
comn;1itments. Secondly they can limit the degree of market access national
treatment they provide, and third, they can take exception from MFN obligations,

The 

principle is explained in Chapter 2.

This 

principle is explained in Chapter 2.
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in principle for ten years, in order to give more favourable treatment to somecountries 
than to WTO members in general.3

Policy makers thus have to identify the barriers to the export (or potential)
exports of services currently applicable and further commitments that the country
could offer in market access and national treatment.4

Multilateral negotiations under WTO will be a continuing series of
tradeoffs and the policy makers have to fully understand the system of rights and
obligations, commitments and exceptions in prder.to benefit from the new regime.
The forthcoming negotiations on maritime services would bring to focus some ofthe 

sub sectors where there is scope for further liberalization,. such as shipping
agency services, and other maritime related services such as bunkering, surveying,marine 

insurance, navigational and port services.

India had participated in the WTO Negotiating Group on Maritime
Transport (NGMTS), until the negotiations were suspended in 1996. The offertabled 

by India provides a good illustration of the practical application of the
GATS system and is contained in Annex 3.5

Existence and safeguard of a fair and competitive market

Liberalization of shipping services and the intense competition amongst
shipping lines have resulted in importers and exporters enjoying unprecedented
low freight rates for much of this decade. This has resulted in the trade lobbying
for a non-interventionist approach from maritime administrators, and shippers'
associations losing some of its momentum.

Market forces alone, however, cannot ensure the long-term stability of
freight rates or the scope of shipping services required by exporters who seek newmarkets. 

A clear regulatory regime is required to avoid unfair and restrictivepractices 
in the provision of shipping services. The concentration of market power

and the recent upward trends of freight rates on some routes have alerted the tradeto 
the need for a set of competition rules and the need for some monitoring of the

behaviour of national and overseas service providers. With the reduction ofbarriers 
to competitive shipping services initially put up by governments, through

http://WWW.wtO.Ofgiwto/services/services.htm

4

The 

National Treatment Standard is one of the main standards that is used in international practiceto 
secure a certain level of treatment for Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in host countries.

Source: country report prepared for ESCAP under the Shipping Policy project.
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progressive 

liberalization, it is important to guard against barriers that could be put
up by the private sector in reducing competition. The continuing battle between
major shipping lines to achieve economies of scale through larger vessels and
mergers and alliances could bring about the oligopolistic market structure that
prevailed in the 1950's and 1960's during the reign of the liner shipping
conferences.

In this context, it is also important to examine whether any anti-
competitive behaviour and abuse of market power by global alliances could be
effectively dealt with by the antitrust or competition {*)licy of a national maritime
administration.

The prospect of including the subject of competition in the multilateral
trading system of the WTO has been discussed in several forums, and two schools
of thoughts have emerged.

Competition comes within the purview of domestic policy and
should be dealt with by national governments and not multilateralorganization. 

Cross-border disputes could be dealt with bilaterally,
or under bilateral cooperation agreements.

.Examples 

of bilateral agreements would be those concluded by theUnited 
States and the EU and the United States and Canada and thevoluntary 

bilateral cooperative action of the OECD countries.6

Bilateral cooperation agreements could be widened by including
common rules in regional trade agreements, as done by the EU
through its common competition policy.

A multilateral agreement on minimum competition standardsshould 
be negotiated

In the case of WTO systems, this could be achieved by
strengthening GATS article IX or by including competition rules
in each sectoral annexes of GATS

See UNCT AD, world investment Report 1997. Transnational corporations, market structure and
competition policy. New York, Geneva, 1997. Part two WTO, Annual Report 1997, Geneva 1997,
Chapter four.
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The legal framework for a set of competition rules could in this
event be considered during the fourth coming GATS negotiation
on Maritime Services.7

Competition policy is a complex subject and the question whether such
policy should be included in the WTO framework on competition and subject tothe 

WTO dispute settlement system should be carefully considered by policymakers 
in the ESCAP region.

Before taking up the question of competitiQIl rules at an intemationallevel,
policy makers would gain from the study of the general competition policy or rules
that may prevail at a national level. The regulatory regimes qf,the United States
and Australia have been subject to extensive discussion within the shipping
industry in each country and are enumerated below as interesting regulatory
models.

Regulatory 

framework -USA

As stated in chapter 2, The United States policy of ensuring free trade and
fair competition in all industries is implemented through the anti-trust legislation
contained in the Sherman Act of 1890 and related legislation. According to the
Act, practices restricting free competition in the market are illegal and
monopolizing of trade is prohibited.

Liner conferences by their very nature contravened such legislation and
required anti-trust immunity in order to survive. In the U.S. this was granted
through a series of legislation, including the latest Ocean Shipping Reform Act
of 1998 (OSRA). The Act provides anti- trust immunity to ocean carrier
agreements filed with the Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) or agreements
that are exempted from filing with FMC. It prohibits certain acts of carriers andrequires 

that carriers must provide service in accordance with rates and terms oftariffs 
or service contracts.

Container shipping lines will thus be in a position to sign individual
confidential contracts for the first time with exporters and importers. This isexpected 

to loosen the grip of liner shipping conferences that have legally set rates
for ocean shipping in the United States for over a century.

Preparing 

for future multilateral trade negotiations: issues and research needs from a development
perspective, United Nations, New York and Geneva 1999 (UNCTAD/ITCDrrSB/6).
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The Act provides that the service contracts have to be in writing and can
be between one or more shippers and an individual ocean carrier or group of
carriers, pursuant to an agreement.

The service contracts must contain a number of essential terms. The
published terms must include the port ranges, commodity, minimum volume/or
portion and duration of contract. Other essential terms such as the rate service
commitments, inland origin/destination and liquidated damages can remain
confidential between the parties.

.-
According to the prior law, (1984US Shipping Act) the conferences could

regulate or prohibit individual carrier contracts. Under OSRA, liner conferences
cannot prohibit individual contracting.

According to the prior law, carriers had to ensure that essential tenns were
made available to similarly situated shippers. No further "Me too?' rights are
available to shippers under OSRA. OSRA provides that remedies for breach of
contract is to be sought in the courts of law. Parties could also agree to otherremedies.

The Federal Maritime Commission continues to playa 'major role in the
regulatory process governing ocean shipping services in the United States and
OSRA has to be read in the light of the Federal Maritime Commissions
implementation Rules. The FMC would monitor and regulate foreign practices
which affect United States shipping or US carriers. It has the power to take actionto 

correct and counter balance adverse, unfair or unfavourable foreign practices.
The success of the FMC in the next decade depends on its ability to carry out these
functions in keeping with the spirit of minimum governmental intervention and
greater reliance on the market place which are declared policy objectives of
OSRA..

Regulatory 

framework -Australia

Australia's policy to preserve competition in all Australian trade and
commerce is implemented through the Trade Practices Act 1965.

The Trade Practices Act 1965 contains the following fundamentalprinciples:

.Prohibits 

contracts, arrangements and understandings restricting or

substantially lessening competition.
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Prohibits the misuse of market power.

.

Prohibits exclusive dealings between suppliers and users.

.

Liner shipping conferences as could be expected infringed these principles,
and over the years several acts have first totally exempted and then partially
exempted the application of the Trade Practices Act to overseas cargo shipping
and liner conferences.

Although a separate Act covering tRe shipping sector, as in the United
States has been proposed and discussed in Australia several times, successive
governments have preferred to include a section covering shipping services in the
Trade Practices Act itself.

Part 10 of the Trade Practices Act initially exempted liner conferences
from the application of the prohibitions against restrictive trade practices contained
in sections 45, 46 and 47 of the Trade Practices Act. The subsequent amendment
to the Trade Practices Act, Trade Practices (liner cargo shipping) Amendment Act
1989, lifted the total exemption and replaced it with a partial exemption.

The last review of the Trade Practices Aet in 1993 suggested that parties
to commercial transactions should be encouraged to reach commercial solutions
and government should only intervene where economic power is concentrated on
one side of a market and open to abuse, or parties cannot reach agreement orrules
are breached. The recommendation was "Regulation with a light hand".
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